
Donald Brosnac's Guitar Electronics
Overview
This book (self-published in 1980) collected information about electric guitars,
pickups and wiring harnesses from various sources. I believe that a later edition was
released by one of the larger publishing houses. Don had been involved with Schector as
a technical writer so he devoted many pages to wiring harnesses using the long-obsolete
Omni-Pots custom mfg'd for Schector by A/B. While the book includes the stock wiring
harnesses for the typical pre-1980 Fender and Gibson guitars, one of the most commonly
requested schematic is the Schector Superock wiring harness for the Les Paul using 4
Omni-pots for coil cut, phase reversal and series/parallel switching. I suspect that the
Jimmy Page model Les Paul uses a similar strategy, but with the currently available
DPDT push-pull pots. I drew up a modern version using standard p-p pots, but you will
need to route out the control cavity of your LP since I know of no source for the longbushing pots used in LP's. (The All Parts # EP4486 is a SPST long-bushing p-p pot which
would work for the Lead Tone control, but none of the other 3 controls.)
Another commonly requested schematic is for the 6 position 4 pole rotary switch
which is mainly used for the two humbuckers on a Les Paul (replacing the 3 way switch)
although it can also be used for two single coil pickups or the two coils within a single
humbucker.
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The Drawings:
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Schector Superock harness scan (w/ corrections)
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Modern version of the Superock harness w/ DPDT p-p pots
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Explanation of obsolete Schector Omni Pots
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4 pole 6 position rotary switch for Les Paul (w/ corrections)

Schector Superock Harness
(updated for modern p-p pots)
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Schector Superock Harness
(updated for modern p-p pots)
With Hum-Cancelling S.C. Linkages
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